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I Have Faith
 
I live to intertain her
I live to make her  survive
She's bealives in me
She has faith me
She has th especial place in my heart
She's the one I am living for.
She's the reaon I return back home
She's the reason I wake up in the morning
She's the reason I am working
She's the reason for my survival
She's the one that bring joy to me;
But most of all I have faith in her.
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Tears And Strungle
 
Our leaders fight for our freedom
Sweeting up to the last sweety
Fighting for the freedom of the nation
Oh! freedom of the nation,
 
They were locked inside the hell
Trying to destroy their dignity
Shocked by a powerful electricity cable
Because of the love of the nation they go through
They go through pain, and suffering for us.
 
They cry while they fight, for our success
They strangle turn into joy and happiness
They tears turn into a river of joy of all nation.
They tears and strungle bring freedom to all nation.
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The Wet Man
 
Fighting for living
Running all the street of Jozi
Looking the better future
But all in vein
 
We where asked to vote for better jobs
We where asked to vote for better services
Our strugled, we where wetting ourself  for nothing
Is this a rainbow nations?
 
I a m tired for lookinf a job
I a m going home to rest forever
Waiting my judgement day
I'm like wet man on a raining day.
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